'IRAQ,
only at the instigation of the 'Iraqi Nationalists, overlooking the
fact that he had, in effect, early dedicated his life to the Arab
cause. It disregards his previous work for Arab independence
at every conceivable opportunity; at Constantinople; in Syria
after the outbreak of the war at the risk of his life; in the Arab
revolt; in Damascus in the attempt to set up an Arab State; and
at the Peace Conference in Paris. The rejection of Arab claims
at Paris and his ejection from Syria had neither curbed nor
broken his ardour, as his unpublished Memoirs amply
confirm. He remained the Arab patriot with dreams of
an Arab Federation stretching from the Taurus to the Indian
Ocean.1
In 'Iraq he found himself the point of balance between his
British mentors and his own subjects. To the former, he owed
his throne, as well as support for it. To them, he owed the pro-
spect of future development for the country, but on their own
terms. To his fellow Arabs, from whom only could come the
moral support and the sympathetic public opinion on which he
hoped to build the 'Iraq nation, he owed loyalty to the Arab
cause. Only by joining forces with the Nationalists, whose ideas
rather than those of the British, more closely approximated his
own, could he win from H.M. Government the concessions
which would give 'Iraq real independence and would place
more power in his hands to meet the responsibilities which had
been thrust upon him by the Treaty.
If he turned to the extreme Nationalists and to the 'Utama,
therefore, it was because he sought to adjust the balance in
favour of Arab Nationalism. If he descended to indirect
methods of obtaining his ends, it was because he held that
the end merited the means, and because his better judg-
ment was at times swayed and warped by influences within his
palace.
1 In spite of official denials of his anti-French sentiment, Faisal never renounced
his ambition of recapturing Syria for the Arab Federation, making 'Iraq his base
of attack.
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